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Tales from the

humorous
side

As well as
Chester Choi the
dragon, Brennan and
Harrison have also

Sarah Brennan’s
Chinese Calendar Tales are
filled with hilarious stories
based on the 12 zodiac animals

“T

created 11 other tales
based on zodiac animals.
All 12 books have now been
collected into a boxed set titled
Chinese Calendar Tales and

HERE was a Chinese dragon, His

includes The Tale of Pin Yin

name was Chester Choi, When

Panda, the story of a proud and

Chester grew hungry, He’d eat

plump panda in search of fame.

a little boy, Though sometimes in the evening,

As this is the Year of the

when all was dark and quiet, He’d eat a little girl

Pig, the last book in the series is The Tale of Ping

instead, To brighten up his diet.”

Pong Pig, a story about a pig that knows how

That is how The Tale of Chester Choi begins. When Chester

to avoid being roasted on a spit and devoured by

kidnaps Jimmy Lee, he thinks the boy will end up in his mouth but

the emperor. When the emperor and his ministers see Ping Pong

this tough little orphan has other ideas.

wrapped in muslin and wearing fruit on her head, they mistake her

If you are a fan of the gruesome and stomach-churning poetry
of Roald Dahl’s Revolting Rhymes, then you will naturally be drawn
to this tale by local writer Sarah Brennan, an Australian (澳洲人) who
ca
ong
n Kong in 1998. Artist Harry
came
to Ho
Hong
Harrison gives
gives the humorous story set
in ancient
a
Chinese times
a modern and
comic touch.

Harry Harrison sketches Sybil Snake.

Vocabulary

gruesome (adj) 可怕的
devour (v) 吞食

for a palace beauty and “They clapped with wild abandon as the
curtains opened wide, They cheered to see the maiden who stood
quivering inside, And then they gasped in wonder as she danced
with perfect grace, Casting alluring glances at
the Emperor’s smiling face.”
Read the book to find out how this
“rosy, plump and pretty” pig saves
her bacon!

Sarah Brennan at a book reading event this year.
muslin (n) 紗布
wild abandon (n phr) 放縱

quivering (adv) 顫抖
alluring (adj) 迷人的

